A battery of neuropsychological tests (e.g., Wisconsin Card Sorting Test, Trail Making Test, Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test, Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale--Revised Block Design, Object Assembly, and Digit Symbol tests) was administered to 259 adults ages 18 to 94 who reported themselves to be in good to excellent health. Moderate age-related declines were apparent in performance measures that could be postulated to be sensitive to damage in frontal, parietal, and temporal lobes. However, correlation-based analyses revealed that the age-related influences on the different measures were not independent. Across all variables examined, an average of about 58% of the age-related variance in a given variable was shared with that in other variables. These results indicate that only a portion of the age-related influences on many commonly used neuropsychological measures is specific and potentially localized.
The primary goal of the current study was to examine the degree of independence of the age-related influences on measures sometimes postulated to be sensitive to functioning in different regions of the brain. It is often assumed that levels of performance on different cognitive measures and the age-related effects on those measures are determined by separate and distinct mechanisms. In the case of measures from neuropsychological tests, the discovery of selective impairments by individuals with damage in particular regions of the brain has led to the inference that various brain structures are specialized for different types of processing. When combined with results indicating age-related deficits on those measures, these findings have led to speculation that certain regions of the brain are more sensitive to age-related decline than others. For example, at different times it has been suggested that the right hemisphere ages more rapidly than the left (e.g., Goldstein & Shelly, 1981; Klisz, 1978; Schaie & Schaie, 1977) or that frontal or prefrontal regions are the first to deteriorate with advancing age (e.g., Daigneault, Braun, & Whitaker, 1992; Mittenberg, Seidenberg, O'Leary, & Di Giulio, 1989; Whelihan & Lesher, 1985) .
Although it is clearly informative to consider different types of influences on the same variables, questions can be raised about the practice, which can be termed first-order functional localization, of relying on performance on a test previously found to be impaired with lesions in specific regions as a marker for the level of functioning in that region in neurologiTimothy A. Salthouse and Nathanael Fristoe, School of Psychology, Georgia Institute of Technology; Soo Hyun Rhee, Department of Psychology, Emory University.
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Correspondence concerning this article should be addressed to Timothy A. Salthouse, School of Psychology, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0170. Electronic mail may be sent to tim.salthouse@psych.gatech.edu. cally intact individuals (e.g., for discussion of this issue see Kertesz, 1994b; Reitan & Wolfson, 1994; Sergent, 1988) . One problem with this reasoning is that although the measures may be sensitive to damage in particular regions, the measures are not necessarily specific because damage to other regions could lead to similar patterns of impairment. Another major problem with this approach is that there are many determinants of test performance, of which effectiveness of functioning in a particular brain region is only one. An even more dubious practice is what can be termed second-order functional localization, in which researchers have inferred that a new measure reflects functioning in a specific structure on the basis of correlations between the new measure and one or more of the first-order markers (e.g., Craik, Morris, Morris, & Loewen, 1990; Parkin & Walter, 1991) . Second-order relations seem especially questionable when the first-order relations are not yet convincingly established and when other sources of the correlations are not considered.
The latter problem is particularly relevant in age-comparative studies because recent research with psychometric and experimental cognitive tests has revealed that there is considerable commonality, or shared variance, in the age-related effects on different cognitive measures. In other words, because many measures have been found to share large proportions of their age-related variance (e.g., Salthouse, 1992a Salthouse, , 1993b Salthouse, , 1994a Salthouse, , 1994b , the age-related influences on those measures are not independent. We propose that a more productive approach than assuming that all age-related influences on a given measure are specific is to assume that both common (or shared) and specific (or unique) age-related influences often operate simultaneously (Salthouse, 1992a) . If this assumption is valid, then both types of influences need to be considered because the contribution of any specific influences that might exist cannot be accurately determined unless the general influences are first controlled.
Two analytical methods are used in the current study. One method relies o(! structural equation modeling (i.e., LISREL) to investigate the assumption that both common and specific age-related influences contribute to performance on the ob-served variables. Of particular interest with this analytical procedure are the relative strengths of the linkages from age to the specific factors and from age to the hypothesized common factor. In order to obtain estimates of the specific factors that were distinct from the observed variables, we defined each specific factor in terms of two or more observed variables.
It is also possible to derive estimates of the contribution of the hypothesized common influence by determining the proportion of age-related variance in a variable that is shared with other variables. Figure 1 portrays a Venn diagram of the total variance (circles) and shared variance (overlapping regions) in two variables. The areas of greatest interest in the present context are regions b and d because together they represent the age-related variance in the criterion variable. However, the figure illustrates that the age-related variance can be partitioned into that unique to the criterion variable, represented by region d, and that common to the controlled variable represented by region b. Because this latter region corresponds to shared variance, it can serve as an estimate of the potentially common or general influences associated with age. It is only a potential estimate because it represents variance shared between a single pair of variables, but different combinations of variables can be examined to evaluate generalizability of the inferred common influence.
The relevant proportions of variance can be estimated with hierarchical regression analyses in which the initial age-related variance in the criterion variable (b + d) is compared with the increment in variance associated with age after control of the controlled variable (d). Subtracting the latter from the former and dividing by the former yields a ratio of b/ (b + d) . If the age-related effects on different variables are largely independent of one another, then the ratiO will be small because most of the age-related variance in the variable is unique (i.e., d is large). However, if b is large relative to d, then the ratio will also be large, and one could infer that a considerable proportion of the age-related variance in the two variables is shared.
It is important to note that this analytical procedure will yield substantial estimates of shared age-related variance only if the controlled variables are correlated both with age and with the criterion variable. If a variable (e.g., grayness of hair)
Controlled Criterion
Age Figure 1 . Regions of overlapping variance among age, a controlled variable, and a criterion variable.
is primarily correlated only with age then it will have a near-zero value of b, and there will be little or no age-related variance shared with the criterion. Conversely, if the variable (e.g., quantity of domain-relevant knowledge) is primarily correlated only with the criterion measure and not with age, then it will have a large a region and a near-zero b region. The measures examined in the current study were selected from frequently used neuropsychological tests (cf. Butler, Retzlaff, & Vanderploeg, 1991) . The primary selection criteria were that there was evidence of age-related declines on the measures and that there was some reason to believe that the measures might be sensitive (although not necessarily specific) to functioning in different neuroanatomical regions. The first criterion is important to ensure the investigation of age-related influences, and the second criterion is included to maximize the possibility that different anatomical regions might be contributing to the age-related influences on the various measures.
Several rather gross localization assumptions can be identified in the contemporary literature. For example, planning, integration, abstraction, and executive functions are often thought to involve the frontal lobe, visuo-spatial construction and manipulation processes are frequently postulated to involve the right parietal lobe, and memory for verbal information has been hypothesized to involve the left medial temporal lobe or hippocampus complex (e.g., Kertesz, 1994a; Kolb & Whishaw, 1990; McCarthy & Warrington, 1990; Squire, 1987; Stuss & Benson, 1984; Walsh, 1994) . These basic assumptions, supplemented by information about individual tests when it was available, guided the selection of specific tests.
Four tests were selected to assess functions postulated to involve the frontal lobe. One was the Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (WCST; Heaton, Chelune, Talley, Kay, & Curtiss, 1993) , which is a concept identification test in which the identity of the concept changes throughout the course of the test. Several researchers have reported that patients with damage to the frontal lobe perform more poorly on this test than neurologically intact controls or than patients with brain damage in other regions (e.g., Drewe, 1974; Janowsky, Shimamura, Kritchevsky, & Squire, 1989; Milner, 1963; Nelson, 1976; Robinson, Heaton, Lehman, & Stilson, 1980; see Anderson, Damasio, Jones, & Tranel, 1991; Reitan & Wolfson, 1994 , for arguments against frontal lobe specificity of this test). There are also numerous reports of age-related differences favoring young adults on measures of performance on this test (e.g., Anderson et al., 1991; Axelrod & Henry, 1992; Crockett, Bilsker, Hurwitz, & Kozak, 1986; Daigneault, Braun, & Whitaker, 1992; Heaton et al., 1993; Libon et al., 1994; Nelson, 1976; Parkin & Walter, 1991) .
A second test hypothesized to be sensitive to frontal lobe functioning because of its sequence planning requirements is the Trail Making Test (Reitan, 1992) . This test requires research participants to draw lines connecting a series of designated targets as rapidly as possible. No studies could be located in which trail-making performance was impaired by damage restricted to the frontal lobes, but a large number of studies have reported negative relations between age and performance on this test (e.g., desRosiers & Kavanaugh, 1987; Elias, Robbins, Walter, & Schultz, 1993; Heaton, Grant, & Matthews, 1986; Lyness, Eaton, & Schneider, 1994; Moehle & Long, 1989; Nielsen, Knudsen, & Daugbjerg, 1989; Salthouse & Fristoe, 1995; Seines et al., 1991; Stuss, Stethem, & Poirier, 1987; Van Gorp, Satz, & Mitrushima, 1990; Wiederholt et al., 1993) .
The Shipley Abstraction Test (Zachary, 1986) , consisting of series completion problems with different types of stimulus material, was also expected to be sensitive to frontal lobe functioning because of the abstraction requirements of the test. No reports of selective impairments among patients with frontal lobe damage could be located, but there are many reports of poorer performance with increased age (e.g., Hooper, Hooper, & Colbert, 1984; Johnson, 1993; Salthouse, 1991; Salthouse & Mitchell, 1990; Shelton, Parsons, & Lever, 1982) .
Frontal lobe damage has also been implicated as a factor in performance on assorted verbal fluency or controlled word association tasks (e.g., Benton, 1968; Bolter, Long, & Wagner, 1983; Butler, Rorsman, Hill, & Tuma, 1993; Crockett et al., 1986; Janowsky et al., 1989; Kolb & Whishaw, 1990; Miller, 1984; Milner, 1964; Pendleton, Heaton, Lehman, & Hulihan, 1982; Perret, 1974; see Reitan & Wolfson, 1994 , for a critique of this research). Age relations on verbal fluency tests have been mixed, with some reports of negative relations (e.g., Ardila & Rosselli, 1989; Pendleton et al., 1982; Whelihan & Lesher, 1985) and other reports of no significant age relations (e.g., Axelrod & Henry, 1992; Crockett et al., 1986; Daigenault et al., 1992; Mittenberg, Seidenberg, O'Leary, & DiGiulio, 1989; Seines et al., 1991) . Because there is evidence that vocabulary knowledge moderates the age relations on fluency tests (Salthouse, 1993a) , the Shipley Vocabulary test (Zachary, 1986) was also administered to all participants in this study.
The two visual-spatial tests that might be expected to be sensitive to functioning of the right parietal lobe are the Object Assembly and Block Design tests from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale--Revised (WAIS-R; Wechsler, 1981) . Only two studies could be located reporting impairment of Block Design performance with damage to the right parietal lobe (McFie, 1960; Warrington, James, & Maciejewski, 1986) , and no studies were found implicating this structure in Object Assembly performance. However, robust age relations have been reported with both tests in large representative samples (e.g., Birren & Morrison, 1961; Heaton, Grant, & Matthews, 1986; Kaufman, Reynolds, & McLean, 1989) .
The two verbal memory tests hypothesized to be sensitive to damage in the medial temporal lobe were the Rey AuditoryVerbal Learning Test (RAVLT; see Spreen & Strauss, 1991) , and a locally developed paired associate test. Moderate-tolarge negative age relations have been reported on the RAVLT (e.g., Bolla-Wilson & Bleecker, 1986; Geffen, Moar, O'Hanlon, Clark, & Geffen, 1990; Hartman & Hasher, 1991; Mitrushina, Satz, Chervinsky, & D'Elia, 1991; Nielson et al., 1989; Query & Megran, 1983; Seines et al., 1991) and on paired associate tests similar to that used here (e.g., Salthouse, 1993b; Salthouse, Kausler, & Saults, 1988) . No studies were found in which performance on these particular tests was impaired with damage to specific brain regions, but performance on similar tests has been found to be impaired with damage to the left temporal lobe (e.g., Blakemore & Falconer, 1967; Weingartner, 1968 ).
Finally, because prior research has revealed that measures of perceptual comparison speed share considerable proportions of age-related variance with a wide range of cognitive measures (e.g., Salthouse, 1991; 1992a; 1993b; , several tests of processing speed were also administered. One test was the Digit Symbol Substitution Test from the WAIS-R (Wechsler, 1981) . The other tests were locally developed, with two hypothesized to assess sensory-motor speed (Digit Copying and Symbol Copying), and two hypothesized to involve sensory-motor and perceptual comparison speed (Letter Comparison and Pattern Comparison). Although these tests are similar in several respects, they have been found to form distinct factors and to have different patterns of relations with other variables (e.g., Earles & Salthouse, 1995; Salthouse, 1993b Salthouse, , 1994b .
In summary, a battery of tests that might be expected to be sensitive to functioning in different regions of the brain was administered to a moderately large sample of healthy adults from a wide age range. The principal goal was to investigate the degree to which the age-related influences on the different measures were independent. If the measures reflect functioning in anatomically distinct regions or modules of the brain, then the age-related effects on the measures would be predicted to be largely independent. In contrast, if substantial proportions of the age-related variance in the measures were found to be shared with other measures, then the measures would lack specificity with respect to age-related influences, and common or general age-related mechanisms would presumably be implicated.
Method

Participants
Participants in the project consisted of 259 adults between 18 and 94 years of age, with a mean age of 51.4 years, and a standard deviation of 18.4. Demographic and (self-reported) health variables by decade are summarized in Table 1 . The average education rating for the entire sample was 3.82 (SD = 1.0), which, because a rating of 3 represented some college and a rating of 4 represented graduation from college, corresponds to approximately 3 years of college. Only 3 participants, ages 60, 61, and 90, had less than a high school education. The average health rating for the entire sample was in the very good range (i.e., 2.2), and 93% of the participants rated their health as good, very good, or excellent.
Tests
The tests were administered in the same order to all research participants. This order was Letter instructed to decide whether the two members of the pair were identical and to write an S on the line between them if they were the same or to write a D on the line between them if they were not. To adjust for guessing, the measure of performance in these tests was the number of items answered correctly minus the number of items answered incorrectly. The materials for the two copying tests consisted of a page containing pairs of boxes with a digit (Digit Copying), or a simple line pattern (Symbol Copying) in the top box and nothing in the bottom box. The task for the research participant was to copy the item from the top box into the bottom box and to complete as many items as possible within the allotted time. Performance was assessed in terms of the number of items completed within 30 s.
Two trials with six word pairs each were presented in the paired associates memory test. The pairs for List 1 were sign-baby, hill-ring, race-girl, home-suit, snow-case, and frog-neck. Pairs for List 2 were foot--tree, bank-milk, room-face, mile-spot, yard-body, and coal-year.
Each word pair was read by the examiner at a rate of approximately one word per second, with a longer pause between words from different pairs. Response forms contained the first words in the pair, with participants instructed to write the response word associated with each stimulus word. One minute was allowed for recall with each list. Performance was assessed in terms of the number of response words correctly recalled in each list. The three subtests from the WAIS-R (Digit Symbol, Block Design, and Object Assembly) were administered according to the instructions in the manual (Wechsler, 1981) . Very briefly, in the Digit Symbol test 90 s was allowed for the research participant to write the symbols associated with digits according to a code table, in the Block Design test the speed and accuracy of reproducing designs with colored blocks was determined, and in the Object Assembly test participants were evaluated with respect to the speed and accuracy with which they could assemble simple jigsaw puzzles. Except where noted, performance in each test was represented by the raw scores and not the scaled (age-adjusted) scores.
The WCST was administered according to the instructions in the manual (Heaton et al., 1993) . This test requires participants to classify cards varying in the color, form, and number of geometric patterns into categories according to the feedback provided by the examiner. After every 10 correct classifications for a given dimension, the relevant dimension (i.e., color, form, and number) was changed. A total of 10 different measures of performance were examined in this test. Because the scoring of perseveration errors is complex, the scoring reliability was checked by having a second evaluator independently score 40 protocols. There was complete agreement on 85% of the protocols, and the correlation between the two sets of perseveration error scores was .995. These values are similar to reports in the Heaton et al. (1993) manual and indicate that the measures were assessed with a high degree of consistency.
The Trail Making Test was also administered according to the published instructions (Reitan, 1992) . In this test, the examinee is instructed to draw a line connecting the circled targets in sequence as rapidly as possible. Both Trails A consisting of a series of 25 numbered targets and Trails B consisting of an alternating sequence of 25 number and letter targets were administered. Because errors were infrequent, the measures of performance were the total time required to draw lines connecting all 25 targets in each version.
The RAVLT was administered with the materials and procedures described in Spreen and Strauss (1991) . This test involves multipletrial free recall with an interference list, a delay interval, and a recognition test. Five successive listen-recall trials were administered with the same 15 words in the same order, followed by a new list of 15 words, and then an attempt to recall the words from the original list without another presentation of the words. After a delay interval of approximately 20 min, occupied by the Shipley Vocabulary and Abstraction tests, the participant was again asked to recall the words from the original list without another presentation of the items. Finally, a recognition test consisting of the 15 target words from List 1, the 15 target words from List 2, and 20 new words was administered. Measures of performance in this test consisted of the number of correctly recalled items in each trial, and the number of target (List 1) and distractor (List 2) recognitions in the recognition test.
The Shipley Vocabulary Test (Zachary, 1986) consists of 40 multiplechoice vocabulary items of progressively increasing difficulty. The Shipley Abstraction test consists of 20 series completion items with content ranging from digits to letters to words. We allowed 10 min for the participant to complete as many items as possible in each test. Scores in these tests were computed according to procedures in the manual (Zachary, 1986) , with an adjustment for the number of unattempted items in the Vocabulary test and multiplication of the number of correct items by two in the Abstraction test.
The Controlled Word Association (Fluency) Test required research participants to write as many words as possible beginning with the letters F, A, and S. We allowed 60 s for each letter but the participants were instructed to draw a line on the paper after 30 s. Therefore, two scores were obtained in each version of the test; the number of different words produced in 30 s and the number produced in 60 s.
Most of the tests are from published sources, and reliability estimates for some of the measures can be obtained from the manuals. For example, internal consistency estimates of reliability for the Shipley (Zachary, 1986) (Matarazzo, Matarazzo, Wiens, Gallo, & Klonoff, 1976) , and .60 to .77 for the RAVLT (Ryan, Geisser, Randall, & Georgemiller, 1986) . Each of the locally developed speed tests was administered twice, and the estimated reliabilities, obtained by boosting the correlation between scores on each administration by the Spearman-Brown formula, were .97 for Digit Copying, .95 for Symbol Copying, .81 for Letter Comparison, and .86 for Pattern Comparison.
Results
Because age norms were available for several of the measures, it was possible to use those data to examine the representativeness of the present sample. The age-scaled scores revealed that the sample was generally above average, but somewhat less select in the decade of the 30s than in other decades. Means for the entire sample were (for tests with scaled means of 10 and SDs of 3) Digit Symbol = 12.3, Block Design = 11.9; Object Assembly = 10.8; (and for tests with scaled means of 50 and SDs of 10) Shipley Vocabulary = 58.0; Shipley Abstraction = 60.3, and WCST number of errors = 49.3. It is important to note that when level of education is considered in addition to age, as in the WCST measure, the current sample is very similar to the normative sample for that test.
A factor analysis (exploratory with promax rotation) conducted on the health variables (see Table 1 ) revealed two factors. One factor had high (i.e., greater than .73) Ioadings on the three subjective rating measures and was correlated .28 with age. The second health factor was correlated only .09 with the first factor and only .06 with age. The variables loading on this factor were reports of past treatment for cardiovascular disease, current medications for high blood pressure, reports of head injury resulting in loss of consciousness, and past treatment for neurological disorder. Because the health rating factor correlated with age and is more similar to the measures used by other researchers, a composite health index formed by averaging the z scores for the three self-rating measures was used in the subsequent analyses. Table 2 contains means, standard deviations, and the proportions of variance associated with age before and after control of health and education. It is apparent that there was relatively little alteration of the age effects when health or education were controlled, suggesting that the influences were largely independent of one another. Nonlinear age relations were significant on a few variables, and this was invariably because of larger age-related effects with increased age.
Small but significant interactions of age and health were present on the Trails A, WCST percentage of conceptual responses, and WCST number of categories measures. In all cases, the interactions reflected larger age relations among the individuals reporting themselves to be in poorer health. Interactions of age and education were significant on the Trails A and B measures, reflecting smaller age relations among participants with more education. Gender differences were significant on several measures after control of age: women performed at higher levels than men on the Digit Symbol and on RAVLT Trials 3, 4, 5, and 7 measures, but at lower levels on the Block Design measure. No interactions of age and gender were significant on any measures.
Selection of Measures for Later Analyses
To select the most meaningful measures from each test for later analyses, several preliminary analyses were conducted. No formal analyses were conducted with the speed measures; instead, the two perceptual comparison measures (Letter Comparison and Pattern Comparison) were retained for subsequent analyses because they have been found to exhibit the strongest relations with other cognitive measures (e.g., Salthouse, 1993b Salthouse, , 1994b ).
An hierarchical regression analysis was conducted with the Trail Making measures in which the presumably simpler Trails A measure was controlled before examining the age-related variance in the Trails B measure. This analysis revealed that there was a significant increment in variance (i.e., .056) associated with age in the Trails B measure after control of'the Trails A measure, thus suggesting that unique age-sensitive processes were involved in the Trails B measure. Therefore, both the Trails A and Trails B variables were retained for subsequent analyses. Correlations between the scores after 30 s and after 60 s in the word association fluency tests were quite high (i.e., F = .90, A = .88, and S = .90), and there was no significant increment in R z associated with age in any of the 60-s measures after control of the corresponding 30-s measure. This latter result implies that all of the unique or independent age-related effects are apparent in the first 30 s of the test. Nevertheless, the 60 s measures were retained for subsequent analyses instead of the 30-s measures because of their presumed greater reliability. However, only the scores from the F and S versions were used because the measure from the A version had a near-zero correlation with age.
Significant age effects were evident on the number of trials measure in the WCST (cf. Table 2), and therefore percentages were used instead of absolute frequencies for other measures from this test. However, it is important to note that the correlations between the absolute and the percentage measures were very high (e.g., .99 for both total errors and perseverative errors), and thus the pattern of results would have been very similar had the absolute measures been used. An exploratory factor analysis (see Table 3 ) suggested the existence of two factors, with the first and largest factor including most measures. This pattern implies that even though the measures varied in terms of their relations to age (see Table 2 ), the measures do not appear to be measuring fundamentally different aspects of performance. The number of categories and percentage of perseverative error measures are frequently reported in analyses of WCST performance, but the number of categories measure was highly skewed and was not suitable for the planned covariance structural modeling. The percentage of conceptual level responses, corresponding to the number of consecutive correct trials occurring in sequences of three or more divided by the total number of trials, was therefore used as a second WCST measure in later analyses. The number of categories measure was highly correlated with both the percentage of perseveration errors (r = -.82) and the percentage of conceptual level responses (r = .88).
An exploratory factor analysis on the 10 measures available from the RAVLT revealed that only a single factor could be identified with an eigenvalue greater than 1.0. Therefore, at least in this sample, all of the RAVLT memory measures can be conceptualized as reflecting a single factor of memory. Performance on the second trial and on the sixth trial, after the interference list, were used in subsequent analyses because they had two of the highest loadings on the factor. Additional analyses of trial-by-trial performance in this test has been reported in a separate article by Dunlosky and Salthouse (in press ).
Interrelations of Measures
The measures retained for later analyses were transformed where necessary such that higher values represent better performance, and then correlations were computed. These correlations are summarized in Table 4 , where it can be seen Figure 1 , where the column is the criterion variable and the row is the controlled variable. The entries are not symmetric across the criterion and controlled variables because regions c and d, representing the unique or unshared age-related variance in each variable, are not necessarily equal for a given pair of variables.
It can be seen that an average of 58% of the age-related variance in these variables is shared. The means for the columns, which range from 44% to 80%, indicate the average amount of age-related variance in the criterion variable that is shared with other variables. The row means indicate the average amount of variance that the controlled variable shared with other variables. Therefore, variables with the highest row averages account for the largest proportions of age-related variance in the other variables. Inspection of the table reveals that the speed variables have the highest means.
Speed has been hypothesized to be a central construct in cognitive aging (e.g., Salthouse, 1991 Salthouse, , 1993b Salthouse, , 1994b , and the results just described indicate that the speed measures shared considerable age-related variance with the other measures. Therefore, the proportion of age-related variance and the regression coefficient for age was determined for each of the measures after control of composite measures of sensorymotor speed (average ofz scores for Symbol Copying and Digit Copying) and perceptual speed (average ofz scores for Letter Comparison and Pattern Comparison). (The correlation between the Symbol Copying and Digit Copying measures was .69, and that between the Letter Comparison and Pattern Comparison measures was .66.) The R 2 and B values from these analyses are reported in Table 6 . Table 6 shows that there is considerable reduction of the age-related variance in the measures after control of the speed composites, and particularly after control of the perceptual speed composite. For example, the age-related variance was reduced 67% (from .261 to .085) for the first paired associates measure, 74% (from.184 to .047) for the WCST percentage of Perseveration Errors measure, and 88% (from .170 to .021) for the Object Assembly measure. There was no significant residual age-related variance for the Shipley Abstraction measure, and with some variables (e.g., Letter Comparison, F60, and $60) the direction of the age relation was actually reversed after control of the composite perceptual speed measure.
A reduction was also evident in the magnitude of the regression coefficient (B), although it is not necessarily the same magnitude as that evident in the proportion of agerelated variance because the two measures reflect different aspects of the age relation. That is, the variance measure indicates how strong the relation is in terms of the proportion of variance in the scores associated with age, whereas the regression coefficient indicates the amount by which the dependent variable changes with each additional year of age. Stated somewhat differently, the regression coefficient corresponds to the slope of the line relating performance to age, and the proportion of variance indicates the degree to which that Note. RAVLT = Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test; WCST = Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; PE = perseverative errors; CL = conceptual learning; F60 = refers to a 60-s response with words beginning with letter F; $60 = refers to a 60-s response with words beginning with letter S. regression line characterizes the data. With many of the variables, it appears that control of the speed measures has a greater attenuating effect on the degree to which the regression line accurately describes the data than on the magnitude of the change in score associated with each additional year of age.
Structural Analyses
A confirmatory factor analysis (J6reskog & S6rbom, 1993) was conducted to examine the plausibility of a model organized in terms of three anatomical regions, that is, frontal (Trails A, Trails B, Shipley Abstraction, WCST percentage of Perseveration Errors, WCST percentage of Conceptual Level Responses, Fluency F60, and Fluency $60), medial temporal (Paired Associates 1 and 2; RAVLT Trials 2 and 6), and right parietal (Object Assembly and Block Design). This model did not fit the data well; ×z(62, N = 259) = 493.35, standardized root mean residual (RMR) = .14, goodness of fit (GFI) = .77, adjusted goodness of fit (AGFI) = .67, comparative fit index (CFI) = .77, and examination of the modification indices suggested that numerous major alterations would be needed to improve the fit.
Instead of attempting to introduce a series of data-based modifications of the model derived from anatomical assumptions, two exploratory analyses were conducted on the data after including the three variables hypothesized to reflect perceptual speed (i.e., Digit Symbol, Letter Comparison, and Pattern Comparison). The initial analysis was a principal components analysis because the first component in this type Note. RAVLT = Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test; WCST = Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; PE = perseverative errors; CL = conceptual learning; F60 refers to a 60-s response with words beginning with the letter F; $60 refers to a 60-s response with words beginning with letter S. Note. RAVLT = Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test; WCST = Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; PE = perseverative errors; CL = conceptual learning; F60 refers 60-s responses with words beginning with F; $60 refers to words beginning with the letter S. *p < .01.
of analysis has been postulated to provide an estimate of the general or common factor in a set of variables (Jensen, 1980; Ree & Earles, 1991) . The primary result from this analysis was that the first component accounted for nearly 47% of the total variance in the variables. Furthermore, all measures had moderately high loadings on the first principal component, with a range of .543 to .819 and a mean of .679. This finding indicates that a substantial proportion of the total variance in the variables was shared with the hypothesized general factor, which had a correlation of -.67 with age. A factor analysis was then conducted to identify factors that might more closely correspond to theoretical constructs than the mathematical composites derived from the principal components analysis. An exploratory factor analysis with promax (oblique) rotation resulted in five interpretable factors. The factor solution is shown in Table 7 , and correlations involving the factors are presented in Table 8 . Table 8 reveals that moderate negative age correlations were evident with all factors, with the smallest age relation apparent in the fluency factor. Positive correlations with education of around .3 were evident for all factors, but only one correlation, to the first (speed) factor, was significant with the health composite. Figure 2 portrays the age trends on the factors. The functions shown are all very similar, with the exception of somewhat shallower relations with the fluency factor. The slight dip in the 30s probably reflects the fact that the research participants in this decade were likely of somewhat lower ability than those in other decades, as suggested by the scaled scores described earlier.
Finally, a structural model was examined in which perceptual comparison speed functioned as the hypothesized common construct contributing to the mediation of age-related effects on the other constructs. The Trail Making measures were eliminated from the analyses because the factor analysis in Table 7 suggests that they were largely redundant with the other speed variables, and the Shipley Abstraction measure was eliminated because it was factorially complex, as reflected by moderate loadings distributed across several factors (cf. Table 7 ). The measurement model (from a confirmatory factor analysis) provided an acceptable fit to the data, and therefore the age variable was introduced and the fit examined when age was directly related only to the speed construct. This initial model provided an adequate fit, ×2 (71,N = 259) = 153.26, and thus it was compared with successive models containing paths from age to the memory, reasoning, space, and fluency constructs. The models with paths from age to memory and from age to fluency provided significantly better fits; such as A×2(1, N = 259) = 9.62, for memory, and A×z(1, N = 259) = 22.54, for fluency. Therefore, the final model included paths to both of these constructs, and it provided a good fit to the data; X 2 (69, N = 259) = 123.88, Standardized RMR = .048, GFI = .94, AGFI = .90, CFI = .97). Standardized coetficients for this model are in Figure 3 .
The existence of the direct path from age to memory (i.e., -.24) indicate that there are significant specific, or direct, age-related influences on memory independent of speed. This is consistent with the moderate residual age-related variance in the memory measures after control of the perceptual speed composite apparent in Table 6 . However, the absence of direct paths from age to either the reasoning or the space constructs Note. Entries in bold have the highest loadings on the factor and were used to assign labels for the factors. RAVLT = Rey Auditory-Verbal Learning Test; WCST = Wisconsin Card Sorting Test; PE = perseverative errors; CL = conceptual learning; F60 refers to 60-s responses with words beginning with F; $60 refers to 60-S responses with words beginning with the letter S.
indicates that all of the age-related variance in these constructs is apparently mediated through the speed construct. The path from age to fluency was positive rather than negative, and thus this relation was examined with another structural model in which vocabulary was included as an additional exogenous variable, and speed and fluency were the only latent constructs. This model, in which there was no direct path from age to fluency and instead all of the age-relations were mediated through slower speed and higher vocabulary, provided a good fit to the data; ×2 (10, N = 259) = 26.62; standardized RMR = .035, GFI = .97; AGFI = .92, and CFI = .98. Therefore, it can be inferred that the age effects on the fluency measure are smaller than would be expected from the mediation of speed because of the offsetting influence of a higher vocabulary with increased age.
Discussion
Before discussing implications of the current results, it is useful to mention their similarity in several respects to results of other studies. First, as expected because one of the criteria for selection of the tests was documented age sensitivity, most of the measures were found to have moderate correlations with age (cf. Table 2 ). Second, as reported by Salthouse (1992b) , the values presented in Table 6 indicate that a large proportion (i.e., 92.5%) of the age-related variance in the Digit Symbol measure is shared with the Letter Comparison and Pattern Comparison perceptual speed measures. Third, the greater attenuation of the age-related variance after control of perceptual speed measures than after control of sensory-motor speed measures (see Table 6 ) replicates similar findings by Salthouse (1993b Salthouse ( , 1994b . Fourth, consistent with the finding by Salthouse and Fristoe (1995) , some of the age-related variance in the Trails B measure was unique, and independent of the age-related variance in the Trails A measure. This suggests that the requirement to alternate between letter and number targets imposes additional unique demands with increased age. Fifth, the existence of a significant relation between age and measures of memory after measures of perceptual speed have been controlled replicates the finding by. Salthouse (1993b) and suggests that not all of the agerelated influences on memory are mediated by slower speed. Sixth, the discovery that the age-related effects on fluency measures were small because increased age was associated with higher levels of vocabulary knowledge replicates results of Salthouse (1993a) . Finally and perhaps most importantly, the results indicating that much of the age-related variance in a variety of different variables is shared and is not all independent and specific, are consistent with many earlier reports (Salthouse, 1991 (Salthouse, , 1993b (Salthouse, , 1994a (Salthouse, , 1994b . What is new about the current results is that this pattern has now been found to hold for measures that are sometimes assumed to be sensitive to functioning in different neuroanatomical regions. As an example, the values in Table 5 indicate that the measure of percentage of perseverative errors in the WCST, which is often considered a prototypical measure of frontal lobe functioning, shares 60% of its age-related variance with a visual-spatial measure (Block Design) often hypothesized to be sensitive to right parietal lobe functioning, and 54% of its age-related variance with a verbal memory measure (Paired Associates 1) that might be suspected to reflect functioning in the medial temporal lobe. These results resemble those by Salthouse (1995) in which a substantial proportion of the age-related variance in verbal and spatial memory measures sometimes hypothesized to reflect functioning in different cerebral hemispheres was found to be shared. An important implication of the current results is that the neuropsychological measures used in this study do not merely reflect functioning in discrete and independent structures or modules, nor are the age-related effects on them exclusively determined by distinct and unique sets of influences. This does not mean that a certain amount of specificity and localization could not exist, but it does suggest that inferences about specific or discrete age-related influences should be interpreted cautiously until there is confidence that those effects are truly distinct and independent of the age-related influences on other types of measures (also see Reitan & Wolfson, 1994 , for a similar argument concerning the importance of general factors affecting neuropsychological performance).
It is possible that somewhat different results might have been obtained with measures in which there was more evidence of both sensitivity and specificity. For example, two measures of equal sensitivity but one specific to damage in the frontal lobe and one specific to damage in the right parietal lobe may share much lower proportions of age-related variance than the measures examined in this study. Unfortunately, at present there appears to be little consensus with respect to which neuropsychological measures possess the desired properties. Thus this speculation cannot be investigated at the present time. However, it is important to note that the methodological procedures described in this study should be applicable to the examination of the degree of independence of age-related influences with virtually any combination of measures.
At least two quite different interpretations could be proposed to account for the existence of large common or shared age-related influences on a wide range of neuropsychological and cognitive variables. One interpretation is that despite the speculations about different functional localization, all of the measures may be dependent on functioning of a single neuroanatomical structure. For example, it is possible that many cognitive measures require the involvement of the frontal lobe regardless of any other structures that might contribute to performance on those measures. Indeed, there are reports that patients with frontal lobe damage are impaired in both Block Design and RAVLT performance (Janowsky et al., 1989) , as well as in paired associate learning (Benton, 1968) . The key aspect of this interpretation is that the high degree of shared age-related influences might be explained by effects on a single neuroanatomical structure required by all measures. Research with neuroimaging techniques may be useful in identifying structures that are active during the performance of many different cognitive tasks and might be the source of the common age-related influences.
A second interpretation might maintain that the lack of independence of the age-related variance on different neuropsychological and cognitive measures is attributable to the existence of broad systemic factors that have effects on many different measures. For example, commonality of age-related influences could be a consequence of diffuse cell loss induced by cerebrovascular problems, loss of myelination, or reductions in the quantity of various neurotransmitters. The critical feature of this interpretation is that the source of the common or shared age-related variance in different cognitive measures is not discrete and localized, but instead corresponds to anatomical or physiological characteristics distributed across many regions of the cortex.
Although it does not yet appear possible to distinguish unequivocally between these alternative interpretations for the relative lack of specificity of age-related effects on the neuropsychological measures used in this study, some insight might be gained by detailed consideration of the nature of the hypothesized common or general factor. There are several reasons for believing that the speed with which simple cognitive operations can be executed plays an important role in the hypothesized common factor underlying age-related influences on different cognitive measures. First, measures of speed were found to share the highest proportions of age-related variance with the other variables (see Table 5 ). Second, the values in Table 6 indicate that an average of almost 85% of the age-related variance in the other variables is eliminated after control of the perceptual speed composite. And third, the structural model with speed as the hypothesized common factor (see Figure 3 ) provided a good fit to the observed covariances.
It is important to emphasize that we are not claiming that slower processing speed is the exclusive source or proximal cause of the age-related effects in these measures. Not only was there a significant path from age to the memory construct in the structural model (see Figure 5 ), but the residual age-related variance after control of the perceptual speed composite was significantly greater than zero for many of the measures in Table 6 . Instead, our proposal is that something analogous to processing speed appears to play a key role in the age-related influences that have been found to be shared across different cognitive measures, including those obtained without external time limits (cf. Salthouse, 1994b) .
Of course, we realize that the neuroanatomical and neurophysiological factors responsible for the age-related reduction in processing speed still need to be identified. For example, research is needed to establish linkages between behavioral measures of speed and neurophysiological properties, such as number of functional neurons, amount of dendritic branching, number of synapses, quantity of neurotransmitters, variability in temporal patterns of excitation, or degree of myelination. Nevertheless, focusing on the processing speed construct may have substantial heuristic value because results from the types of correlational analyses reported here suggest that a substantial amount of the age-related effects on a wide range of cognitive neuropsychological and cognitive measures could be accounted for if the negative relation between age and measures of processing speed could be explained.
